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WELCOME BACK
Hello and sorry for the delay! We've all
been busy with school so that's why it took
us so long to post this issue of No Name.
We hope it was worth the wait though!
Enjoy.

Monika

WINTER HOLIDAYS
2019

Winter holidays in our Voivodeship are coming very,
very quickly this year. Whether you think it is good
or bad to have it so soon, I think nobody wants to
spend those two free weeks doing nothing. Last
year before winter holidays, I presented to you a list
of fun winter sports to try out. This time though, to
hopefully keep you busy during those holidays we
will take a look at some of the most beautiful,
amazing and bizarre winter holidays destinations to
visit abroad.

Mateusz

TOKYO, JAPAN
Even though Tokyo is widely renowned for its New Year’s attractions, there are still many things to do, see and try. You can spot
Mont Fuji from some of Tokyo’s observatories which in this time of the year, is especially picturesque. In Tokyo you will also be able to
soak in hot springs and chill out admiring Christmas and New Years lights. And of course, Japan wouldn’t be Japan without a healthy
dose of their winter dishes, sushi and sumo tournaments, the biggest of which kicks off in January and lasts two weeks!

TENERIFE
While it may sound a little bit bizarre, a lot of travelers recommend visiting Tenerife in the winter. If you would love to take a break from
our freezing cold temperatures, the Tenerife might be just perfect for you. Even though January is the coldest month there, the
temperatures still average on about 17 degrees Celsius! It also hardly ever rains, and that means, you will be able to enjoy beautiful
beaches and tasty ice cream. In Tenerife you will be also able to visit one of the best waterparks in the world, and enjoy the beautiful
nature of their National Park and “Masca Village”.

ICELAND
Iceland is especially interesting due to its breathtaking landscape (glaciers, beautiful cities, ice caves). Other than admiring the views,
in Iceland you can try snowboarding or skiing in their beautiful resorts. While they are not as big as some other European ones, on
the other hand they are less crowded and views will definitely not be disappointing. And of course, Iceland wouldn’t be Iceland
without their incredible Northern Lights. The best chance to spot them is in winter evenings. This is definitely one of the most magical
events to ever experience in life!

CHICAGO, USA
For those of you who are looking for a true American Winter experience, Chicago is definitely a place to go. Once there, you will be
able to admire an incredible view of Chicago’s skyline bathed in winter/Christmas lights. There, you can also visit winter gardens,
Chicago’s finest ice rinks, their famous zoo and go sledding in one of the best sledding hills located in parkland surrounding Soldier
Field which is also a home to “Chicago Bears Football”. After you have visited all those places, if you need something to warm you
up, you can pick up a cup of hot chocolate and of course, a tasty hamburger!

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

Was created on September 8, 1636 as Harvard College in Newtowne (then in the Colony of
Massachusetts Bay, now Cambridge) near Boston as the first university in the British colonies in
North America.
The university is consistently ranked first in the University Academic Ranking of World Universities,
developed by the Institute of Higher Education at Jiao Tong University in Shanghai (so-called
Shanghai List).
Harvard University is also the richest university in the world - in 2015 its assets amounted to USD
37.6 billion.

HISTORY
The name of the university was given to the spiritual puritan, Rev. John Harvard, who was the first donor of the
university, then in college. Harvard maintained the school from its inception to its death. He signed his library
and half of his property in his will.
The name Harvard was adopted by the university on March 13, 1639. The first scholarships for students of this
university were funded by Ann Radcliffe in 1643. Students repeatedly protested against bad nutrition, eg in
1766 there was a "buttermong rebellion", and in the years 1807-1808 to the "rebellion of spoiled cabbage".
The name of the university (instead of the college that used to function until now) was the Massachusetts
constitution of 1780. In the early nineteenth century, the school was reformed, mainly due to George Ticknor.
The most important event in the history of Harvard in the second half of the nineteenth century were the
changes introduced by Charles William Eliot, president of the University in 1869-1909. He forced the professors
to conduct research. He also led to changes in the curriculum, combining theoretical knowledge with practice.
Currently, he is studying about 21 thousand at the university. people.
There is a university founded in 1990, an association of Polish students called the "Polish Harvard Society".

Lukasz
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PHRASE OF THE DAY

How about you? Have you
felt under the weather
recently?

Ada

THANKS

FOR READING
See you soon!
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